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At a very aussus, charming actress Rakul Preet Singh has famously managed to build his career in acting and acting primarily in South Indian cinema. She has also made some Tamil, Hindi and Kannada films. She is a fitness freak and has a blue belt karate. Here is a list of Hindi dubbed films by Rakul Preet Singh. 1. Dhruva named Hindi
as Dhruva Dhruva (2016) is an Indian Telugu-language crime thriller directed by Surender Reddy. It features Ram Charan along with Arvind Swamy, Rakul Preet Singh, and Navdeep in important roles. The film was superhit and dubbed Hindi by the same name Dhruva. Plot: When Dhruva, an ISP officer, discovers a human trafficking ring
run by a mysterious scientist called Siddarth Abhimanyu, he begins a mission to destroy him. 2. Rough with named Hindi as Rough Rough (2014) is a Telugu action romance film directed by C.H. Subba Reddy. Starring Aadi, Rakul Preet Singh and Srihari in pivotal roles. The film was hit at the box office and dubbed into Hindi of the same
name rough. Plot: Chandhu, an orphan, falls in love with Nandhu, a college student. He meets her businessman brother, Siddharth, and asks her for her hand in marriage. Surprised, Siddharth challenges him to woo her. 3. Bruce Lee – Fighter dubbed Hindi as Bruce Lee – Fighter Bruce Lee – Fighter (2015) is an Indian Telugu-language
action comedy film directed by Sreenu Vaitla, starring Ram Charan and Rakul Preet Singh in the lead role. This film was moderate and dubbed Hindi by the same name Bruce Lee - Fighter. Plot: Kartiks sacrifices his research for his sister and becomes a trick man. Often confused with an undercover policeman, Kartik helps uncover the
evil designs of entrepreneurs Deepak Raj and Jayaraj. 4. Sarrainod, known in Hindi as Sarrainod Sarrainod (2016), is an Indian telugu-masala film written and directed by Boyapati Srinu. It features Allu Arjun, Aadhi Pinisetty, Rakul Preet Singh and Catherine Tresa in the lead roles. The film received mixed reviews and was named hindi as
Sarrainod. Plot: The film revolves around an ex-army man taking up arms against the evil son of a politician. 5. Kick 2 named after Hindi as Jigarwala from Kick 1 2 (2015) is a Telugu action comedy film directed by Surender Reddy. It features Ravi Teja and Rakul Preet Singh. The film was well performed at the box office and was also
named for Hindi as Jigarwala no. 1. Plot: NRI doctor Robin arrives in India to build a hospital on a property that is usurable in Durga. This successful feat leads him to a village far away, where he has to find the real meaning of life. 6. Pandaga Chesko named Hindi as Entrepreneur 2 Pandaga Chesko (2015) is the Telugu family drama-
comedy film directed by Gopichand Malineni. The film features Ram, Rakul Preet Singh and Sonal Chauhan in the lead role. It was hit at the box office and dubbed into Hindi as Entrepreneur 2. Piece: A new business tycoon comes to know about his extended family dissensions. Meanwhile, he will also fall in love with two girls. The rest of
the story deals with how he solves the twin problems. 7. Loukyam named hindi as Ek Khiladi' Loukyam (2014) is Telugu's romantic comedy film directed by Sriwass, which features Gopichand and Rakul Preet Singh in the lead role. This movie was a super hit and dubbed Hindi under the name Ek Khiladi. Plot: Venky, a man who values his
friends, goes against a local crime lord, Babji, when he helps his best friend elope with don's daughter. So Babji commands a manhunt for Venky. We changed our main domain Please use our new domain www.HDmovie99.Org visit and bookmark us Chinchpeti Epi 2 NueFliks S01 Web Series Download Thief HotHitMovies UNCUT Short
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MalineniMovie Star Cast: Ram, Sonal Chouhan, Rakul Preet Singh, Brahmanandam, Jagai Babu Anots: Business tycoon Karthik heads to India to solve a case recorded by divya. While in India, he tries to get her to withdraw the case, fall in love with her, and reunite his family. Host 2 2017 300MB Full Movie Hindi dubbed free download
Very a young, charming actress Rakul Preet Singh has famously managed to build his career in acting and acting mainly in South Indian cinema. She has also made some Tamil, Hindi and Kannada films. She is a fitness freak and has a blue belt karate. Here is a list of Hindi dubbed films by Rakul Preet Singh. 1. Dhruva named Hindi as
Dhruva Dhruva (2016) is an Indian Telugu-language crime thriller directed by Surender Reddy. It features Ram Charan along with Arvind Swamy, Rakul Preet Singh, and Navdeep in important roles. The film was and duplicate Hindi with the same name dhruva. Plot: When Dhruva, an ISP officer, discovers a human trafficking ring run by a
mysterious scientist called Siddarth Abhimanyu, he begins a mission to destroy him. 2. Rough with named Hindi as Rough Rough (2014) is a Telugu action romance film directed by C.H. Subba Reddy. Starring Aadi, Rakul Preet Singh and Srihari in pivotal roles. The film was hit at the box office and dubbed into Hindi of the same name
rough. Plot: Chandhu, an orphan, falls in love with Nandhu, a college student. He meets her businessman brother, Siddharth, and asks her for her hand in marriage. Surprised, Siddharth challenges him to woo her. 3. Bruce Lee – Fighter dubbed Hindi as Bruce Lee – Fighter Bruce Lee – Fighter (2015) is an Indian Telugu-language action
comedy film directed by Sreenu Vaitla, starring Ram Charan and Rakul Preet Singh in the lead role. This film was moderate and dubbed Hindi by the same name Bruce Lee - Fighter. Plot: Kartiks sacrifices his research for his sister and becomes a trick man. Often confused with an undercover policeman, Kartik helps uncover the evil
designs of entrepreneurs Deepak Raj and Jayaraj. 4. Sarrainod, known in Hindi as Sarrainod Sarrainod (2016), is an Indian telugu-masala film written and directed by Boyapati Srinu. It features Allu Arjun, Aadhi Pinisetty, Rakul Preet Singh and Catherine Tresa in the lead roles. The film received mixed reviews and was named hindi as
Sarrainod. Plot: The film revolves around an ex-army man taking up arms against the evil son of a politician. 5. Kick 2 named after Hindi as Jigarwala from Kick 1 2 (2015) is a Telugu action comedy film directed by Surender Reddy. It features Ravi Teja and Rakul Preet Singh. The film was well performed at the box office and was also
named for Hindi as Jigarwala no. 1. Plot: NRI doctor Robin arrives in India to build a hospital on a property that is usurable in Durga. This successful feat leads him to a village far away, where he has to find the real meaning of life. 6. Pandaga Chesko named Hindi as Entrepreneur 2 Pandaga Chesko (2015) is the Telugu family drama-
comedy film directed by Gopichand Malineni. The film features Ram, Rakul Preet Singh and Sonal Chauhan in the lead role. It was hit at the box office and dubbed into Hindi as Entrepreneur 2. Plot: A young business tycoon comes to know about his extended family of dissensions. Meanwhile, he will also fall in love with two girls. The rest
of the story deals with how he solves the twin problems. 7. Loukyam named hindi as Ek Khiladi' Loukyam (2014) is Telugu's romantic comedy film directed by Sriwass, which features Gopichand and Rakul Preet Singh in the lead role. This movie was a super hit and dubbed Hindi under the name Ek Khiladi. Plot: Venky, a man who values
his friends, goes against a local crime lord, Babji, when he helps his best friend elope with don's daughter. Consequently, Babji manhunt by Venky. Mr. Venkijs.
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